TBS PTO EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
November 13, 2019

In attenance: Dave Shepard, Beth Mango, Erin La Madrid, Jesse Aguilar, Dawn
Zavashlian, Stephanie Montiminy, Kristen Loparco, Leah Schaff, Erika Evanko
- T-shirts are in and are going out shortly, probably on Friday.
- Check to Lights on Avon will go to them at the town meeting on Nov. 26 th. They meet
in the gym at 8:20.
- The musical is going well. Plenty of registrations. She has found a musical director to
help her with the show. They have their W-9s. Dawn is doing ticket sales for musical
through Konstella.
- Book fair - Dec. 2 - 6th. Sylvia Schutz and Nancy Tran are running the book fair. It
has been all set up with scholastic. We are only getting books for the age group of our
school so as not to compete with RBS. There will be “I survived” books on special
because of the author speaker.
- Author speaker - we will not be able to allow the larger community to come in to hear
the author. She will be coming January 31st. We will need hospitality for lunch. Every
student will get a signed plate to put in a book of hers.
- 6th grade social committee - More people wanted to be off site. People are
researching different places to hold it.
- Battle of the books - the books have been ordered and everything is on track.
- Souper Bowl - Mr. Duffy doesn’t want to collect food for the Souper Bowl.
- We have lost our sandwich board and Kristen is going to order another one. The
board approved the purchase of a new one.
- Parent Social/Family night - Paula Feyerhahn is doing parent social and Katie Robbin
is going to do a game night for the family night. On the survey the most popular option
for a parent night is a beer/wine tasting at a local establishment. We need some dates
for these things. Erin & Kristen will meet with the leads. They both need a budget.
- We have a space issue and Mr. Duffy would like to start clearing some stuff out. We
need to find a better place for the musical stuff. Also need to clean out some of the
musical stuff. Could we use the locker rooms? They aren’t used by anybody.

- Yearbook - Is this program sustainable? It is so much work - will someone always be
able to put that much time in to it? Should it be more like the musical? Should this be
a board position? Could we ask the room parents to take pictures? Could they get
more involved in coming in to school? Could there just be a committee? Could we do a
photography class, but it would be hard to do it in conjunction with the yearbook.
Should we create a job description and offer it out to the staff in general? We need to
have a meeting with Chris Melnick to determine how she pictures the position going
forward.

